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Introduction 
In this chaptcr, we are going to describe the main features as well as thc basic 
steps of the Boundary Element Method (BEM) as applied to e\<lstostaüc prob-
lems and to compare them with other numerical procedures. As we shall show, it 
is easy to appreciate the advantages of the BEM, but it is also advisable to refrain 
from a possible unrestrained enthusiasm, as there are also linlitations to its 
usefulness in certain types of problems. The number of these problems, neverthe-
less, is sufficient to justify the interest and activity that the new procedure has 
aroused among researchers all over the world. 
Briefl.y speaking, the most frequently used version of the BEM as applied to 
elastostatics works with the fundamental solution, i.e. the singular solution of the 
governing equations, as an infl.uence function and tries to satísfy the boundary 
conditions of the problem with the aid of a discretization scheme which consists 
exdusi'let':l o{ bounda:c'j ekment&. A.& in othet uumeti..c.al methods., the BEM was_ 
developed thanks to the computatíonal possíbílíties offered by modern computers 
on a totally "classical" basis. That is, the theoretical grounds are based on linear 
elasticity theory, incorporated long ago into the curricula of most engineering 
schools. Its delay in gaining popularity is probably due to the enormous momeilc 
tum with which Finite Element Methods (FEM) penetrated the professional and 
academic media. Nevertheless, the fact that these methods were developed before: 
the BEM has been beneficia! because the BEM successfully uses those results anq 
techniques studied in past decades. Sorne authors even consider the BEM as ª 
particular case of the FEM, while others view both methods as special cases of the 
general weighted residual technique [24]. ·······• 
The first paper usually cited in connection with the BEM as applied tá 
elastostatics is that of Rizzo [95], even though the works of Jaswon et aL [6SJ; 
Massonnet [79] and Olivcira [86] wcre publishcd at about the same time, thtf 
reason probably being the attractiveness of the "direct" approacl1 [95] over th~ 
''índirect" one [65, 79, 86]. The work of Rizzo [95] and the subsequent work 9# 
Cruse [45] initiated a fruüful period with applications of the óirect BEM Jgi 
problems of elastostatics, elastodynamics, fracture, etc. The next key contributig6·: 
was that of Lachat and Watson [73] incorporating al! the FEM discretizatigpj 
philosophy in what is sometimes called the "second BEM generation". This h~~:\:f; 
no douht, led directly to the current developments. . .... 
Among the various researchers who worked on elastostatics by employii1g 1:1-\~! 
direct BEM, one can additionally mcntion Rizzo and Shippy [96-99], Cruse et al. 
[46-48], Lachat and Watson [74, 75], Alcarcón ct al. [1-4], Brebbia et al. [26, 27], 
Brady et al. [22, 23], Wardle and Crotty [113], Dominguez ct al. [53], Howell and 
Doyle [63, 64], Kuhn and Móhrmann [72] and Patterson and Sheikh [89-91], and 
among those who used the indirect BEM, one can additionally mention Benjumea 
and Sikarskie [20], Butterfield et al. [37-39], Tomlin and Butterfield [108], 
Bancrjee et al. [13-15], Niwa et al. [85] and Altiero and Gavazza [10]. An 
interesting version of thc indirect method, called the Displacement Discontinuity 
Method (DDM) has been developed by Crouch [42-44]. A comprehensive study 
on various special aspects of the elastostatic BEM has been done by Heisse 
[60-62], while review-typc articles on the subject have beco reported by Watson 
[114] and Hartmann [59]. 
At the present time, the method is well established and is being used for the 
solution of a variety of problems in engineering mechanics. Numerous introduc-
tory and advanced books have been published [66, 24, 28, 17, 44, 35] as well a~ 
research-oriented ones [16, 18, 31, 34]. In this sense, it is worth noting the series 
of conferenccs promoted by Brebbia since 1978 [25, 29, 30, 32, 33], which 
have provokcd a continuous rescarch effort all over the world in relation to 
the BEM. 
In the following sections, we shall concentrate on developing the direct BEM as 
applied to elastostatics. Scction 1 will present the fundamentals of the BEM, 
indicating its main features and fields of application as well as sorne general 
considerations on the different computational steps. The idea is to follow the well 
known path of the FEM and to comment on the majar differences in a formal 
fashion. Section 2 contains more detailed material related to elastostatics prob-
lems, including such classical tapies as the reciprocity theorem and Somigliana's 
identity, as wcll as the discretization procedure for both the direct and the indirect 
BEM. Special care has been taken to show the reduction to integrals on the 
boundary of severa! interesting body forces. Section 3 will present the develop-
rrtent necessary for treating two-dimensional domains. The presentation will be 
done using linear elements and Kelvin-typc fundamental solutions. 
iThe method is particularly attractive in three-dimensional cases, and section 4 is 
dedicated to the corresponding implementation. It will be shown that owing to the 
properties of Kelvin's fundamental solution, the work is very simple and the 
treatment of conditions at infinity superior even to that of the plane case. Here 
the interpolation is presented with constant elements to prcvent complications 
\vith corners, of the type treated in section 3, from shadowing the BEM 
~:prOperties. Section 5 discusses a special three-dimensional case, that of axisym-
;,m~tric bodies. In this condition, the two-dimensional aspect is revised for the 
,dt}firiition of elements although the fundamental solutions present typical features. 
'f:r:ifiaÜ)', section 6 briefly discusses the case of anisotropy, while section 7 is 
~~~V(Jted to the special tapies of bending of plates and shells, coupling of the BEM 
tijithihe FEM and adaptivc procedures in BEM analysis. 
l. Fundamentals of the Boundary Element Method 
1.1. Primary Jeatures of the method 
The BEM proceeds by discretizing the boundary of the domain under study 
(Fig. 1) by subdivision into elements that support the zones where the data or the 
unknowns are supposed to vary according to a certain predefined fashion, e.g. 
linear, parabolic, cubic, etc. From that point of view, the BEM is similar to the 
FEM and the previous hypothesis would be identified with the usual "interpol-
ation functions". A first and important difference is that of díscretízíng the 
boundary and not the domain with the Iogical advantagcs of simplification so 
conveyed. 
Another important difference is with regard to the quantities used by the 
method. Thcy correspond exactly to the fie!d variables of the problem (stresses, 
displacements, temperatures, etc.) so that thc concept of "equivalent nodal 
forces" disappcars. That is essentia!ly due to the fact that the abovc-mcntioned 
lnterpolation is one simultaneous!y on the dual problem variables, i.e. stresses 
and displacements, temperature and fluxes, etc. It is worth noting that both 
interpolations can be independent because there is no relationship bctween their 
evolution along thc boundary; neverthcless, it is common to apply the same 
degree of polynomial interpolation to both variables. In other cases, it could be 
advantageous to use a mixture of different degrees, generating the so-called 
"mixed elements" {78J, orto incorpora te in the polynomials the singular behavior 
of the solution near stress concentratíon or singular points [57J. In any case, it is 
logical to hope that the simultaneous interpolation of all tield variables will 
produce more accurate results, as we shall see la ter. 
It is important to point out from the beginning that the basis of the procedure 
hinges on the computation of the variables at the boundary. If it is desirable to 
compute values insidc the domain, a relatively costly complementary algorithtll 
must be established. It is well known that the FEM works precisely with values 
defined inside the domain and therefore, as a general conclusion, it can be said 
that the BEM is preferab!e in those cases where on!y the boundary va!ues ~re 
Fig. l. Boundary elcment discrctization of two- and thrce-dimensional domains. 
needed, although it is important to remember the advantage of discretizing only 
the boundary. 
Finally, a more technical peculiarity will be cited which is not obvious to thc 
user but which hinges heavily on the programmer and on thc cffectiveness of the 
method. It is relatcd to the "weightíng functions" that, on the one hand form thc 
core of the advantages of the method, while on the other hand burden it with 
their inconvenience. In short, the weighting functions are globally defined in 
opposition to the locally bascd FEM functions or to the interpolating functions. 
This implies two serious consequences: first, the resultant matrices are fu!! and, 
second, they are not symmetric. Both conditions provoke the use of algorithms 
different from those of the FEM and which hinge on the storage and the methods 
used to salve the equations but do not substantially affect the user. 
1.2. Fields of application 
The areas to which the BEM can be applied are enormously varied, as can be 
seen by rereading the above-mentioned references. In principie, the ideal field of 
application includes linear problcms defined over isotropic homogeneous do-
mains, where a fundamental solution of the field problem is defined. In what 
follows, we shall restrict the appraisal to elastostatics. 
The limitation on anisotropy is relatively casy to climinate as is that of 
continuous hetcrogeneity, although, regarding thc former, ít ís necessary to know 
the corresponding fundamental solution. The case of the piecewise hetcrogeneity 
is treated by a zoning technique (Fig, 2a), and the use for every subdomain of the 
(a) 
Fíg. 2. Zoníng techníquc in houndary elcment analysis. 
corresponding fundamental solution. That is also ínteresting when treating aligned 
bodies, which would need a great number of boundary elements due to simple 
computational problems (Fig. 2b). A similar situation arises in cases with small or 
null distances (Fig. 2c), where it would be complicated to establish different 
conditions at the same nade. Occasionally, this typc of zoning is cven included 
artificially to produce block matrices which can be favorably treated by the 
computer [74]. 
In problems with rronzero body forces or those in which an approximate 
fundamental solution is used, volume integrals on quantities varying in an 
arbitrary manner over the domain appear in the forrnulation. The usual technique 
is the definition of integration "cells" with a predefined evolution as a function of 
the nada! values (Fig. 3). They are not finite "e1ements" because they do not 
contribute unknowns to the equations. It is fair to recognize, nevertheless, that an 
important part of the spectacularity and advantages of the method are lost in 
those cases, because a domain mesh must be defined and values have to be 
computed at the mesh no des. This is costly, although severa! attempts ha ve been 
made to alleviate this disadvantage. 
Another specific area of applicability is the treatmcnt of areas with boundaries 
at infinity, as usually assumed in soil~structure interaction (Fig. 4). In those 
cases, the variables of interest are related to a small part of the domain (the 
structure) whete a detailed knowledge of the fie1d varíables ís important, while 
the other is a contact or interface bonndary. A recommended procedure is then to 
Fig. 3. Use of interna! cells in the BEM . 
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Fig. 4. Automatic treatment of domains with innnite boundaries by the BEM 
apply the FEM to the structure and to model the rest of the media by the BEM in 
a "marriage a la mode", as it was called by Zienckiewicz, where "the best of both 
worlds" is used [117]. 
1.3. Basic steps of the method 
As in every engineering situation, the initial step is the selection of the 
mathematical model best suited to the properties of the problem at hand and 
consideration of this model from the point of view of the BEM possibilities. If the 
answer is affirmative, the steps are similar to those used in the FEM, i.e.: 
(a) Thc domain is subdivided into the number of subregions necessary to reflect 
its peculiarities, either of heterogeneity or of a geometrical nature. 
(b) The boundaries of each subregion are subdivided, using the concept of 
"element", i.e. the degree of interpolation on that part of the boundary is chosen. 
Usually, the boundary is discretized by the same shape functions (isoparametri.c 
elements), although that is not strictly necessary. 
(e) In order to build the pre-established degree of interpolation, a number of 
nodes is defined. It is important to note that these nodes can be anywhere that 
they are needed (Fig. Sa). In general, it is common to work with compatible 
elements, in the sense that neighboring elements share nodes at their sides or 
vertex. This has the advantage of reducing the number of equations to be solved 
(a) 
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Fig. 5. Various types of higher-ordcr boundary elements. 
but may present complications with discontinuities, interfaces or singularities 
where it is most convenient to give the model more adaptiveness (Fig. Sb). Sorne 
authors prefer the first working possibility, especially in three-dimensional prob-
lems, where an extraordinary capacity for adaptation to the peculiarities of the 
problem can be achieved (Fig. Se). 
(d) Por every degree of freedom (d.o.f.) at each node, an equation is built 
through an integral representation formula, using as weighting functions the fields 
of displacements and stresses generated by unit loads along the d.o.f. acting (in 
general) on an infinite space with the same material properties of the body under 
study. At this point, important computational problems appear, due to the 
necessity of computing singular integrals with accuracy and effectiveness. Usually, 
those unit loads are placed at the previously defined nades. It is possible, 
nevertheless, that in sorne problems it might be interesting to define new nodes to 
which those loads would be applíed. This is precísely what is done in the so-called 
"indirect methods" where, on occasion, the nades are situated outside the 
domain, or in the "hierarchical elements'' where collocation points are completely 
independent of the geometry. 
(e) The natural and essential variables in the boundary are contained in two 
vectors that will be called, respectively, t and u and the previously computed 
factors are stored in matrices A and B, forming a systcm 
Au =Bt, (1.1) 
where u and t contain data as well as unknowns. 
(f) Once A and B have been built (or simultaneously, to gaín time), the 
boundary conditions are estab!ished, imposing the known values of the variables 
on the different pieces. The problem is then reduced to the classical form 
Kx=F, (1.2) 
that is, ta a system of equations where x contains all the baundary unknowns and 
F, the product of the A and B caefficients by the corresponding data. 
(g) Solution of the system (1.2) allows the determination of all the bounda:ry 
information. If results at interna! points are sought, an additianal step is requíred; 
New A and B matrices have to be computed (ane set for each interna! point} atid 
multiplied by the boundary values, as will be shown later. In thís process ot 
computing new A and B matrices, a significant amount of time is used, so tha:t,jf· 
the number of internal points is large, the advantages of using the BEM 1ll4Y:; 
disappear. 
1.4. The fundamental solution 
As we mentioned in point (d) above, the construction of every equation follpW~'' 
the general pattern of the FEM, i.e. an intep,ral formula relates inteTnalari~ 
external energy of loads and strcsses. There are two main differences betwecn the 
method under study and the Displacements Finite Element Method. First, the 
basic integral formula is a reciprocity relationship among thc actual problem anda 
series of virtual problems. That means that thcre are cncrgies due to virtual 
stresses as well as those related to virtual displacements, so that it will be 
necessary to discretize both the actual stresses and the displacemcnts. Second, the 
virtual state is choscn so that the field equations can be satisficd. There are 
severa! ways of doing that, but the classical BEM technique uses the so-called 
fundamental solution, that is, the fields generated by point loads acting on an 
infinite spacc. Thus, if si represents the operator of the problem, the weighting 
functions are the fields related to the solution of 
siu*(x) = o(x- Xp)e (1.3) 
where 3 is the Dirac (delta) function, x represents an arbitrary point insidc qil 
infinite spacc, Xp are the coordinates of point P (where the unit load is applied) 
and e is a unit vector pointing in the d.o.f. direction. 
By varying the point P, it is possible to generate as many weighting functions as 
nccessary, the simplest way bcing the use of the same points defined to interpo-
la te the actual variables. Thc above-mentioned fundamental solution for linear 
elasticity is well known. It is the solution to the so-called Kelvin problem [76] and 
is the most appropriate for general purposes. Other fundamental solutions are 
related to special conditions. For instance, the Mindlin problem [35] can be used 
to model half-spaccs, the Boussincsq problem [112] can be applied to certain 
soil-fundation situations, etc. Two features rclated to the special choice of 
wcighting functions are worth noting. First, the reduction to only one term of the 
energy related to virtual loads, i.e. the work of the applied Dirac delta on the 
actual u(xp) of point P. This implies climination of the trouble related to 
computations of domain integrals. Thcn the "globally based" property of the 
Weighting functions will produce intcractions with all the interpolating ones, 
independently of their global or local definition. In other words, as wc said in 
section 1.1, the matrices to be obtaincd are full, as opposed to the FEM matrices. 
frnally, the special character of the delta function will cause trouble in the 
~;:ol1lputation, espccially when trying to compute integrals relating the same 
~ollocation and interpolation points. This problem will be dealt with in sub-
sedtient sections. 
;~; passkal relationships in linear elasticity 
!ti this section, the formulas controlling the response of linear elastic bodies to 
t,sta(!§ Ioads will be established and sorne classical relationships directly related to 
tQoutidary methods will be oresented. 
2.1. Elastícity problems 
In what follows, the discussion wíll be organízed around problems controlled by 
the Navier equation for linear isotropic and homogeneous elastostatics [76J 
(A+ G) grad div u + GV 2u +X= O , (2.1) 
where u is the displacement vector 
(2.2) 
X is the body force vector 
(2.3) 
while A and G are the classical Lame constants related to the Young modulus E 
and Poisson ratio v by 
vE 
A=---~-(1 + v)(1- lv) ' G= E 2(1 + v) (2.4) 
The solution of Eqs. (2.1) has been treated largcly from a mathematkal point of 
view and severa! well known closed-form solutions constitute the experience of 
the academic community. Nevertheless, the solution of situations with arbitrary 
geometry and general conditions on the boundary can still be considered to offer 
computational and practica! interest. 
It is well known that, for the problem to be "well posed", the field equatioris 
must be completed with the specification of suitable boundary conditions. Those 
conditions for a body {) with boundary J{) can be of the following types: 
l. Essential conditions: 
The displacements are prescribed on the boundary, i.e. 
u(x) = u0 (x) , xEail. (2~5} 
This ís simílar to the Dirichlet-typc condítíons in potential problems. 
2. Natural conditions: 
The stresses are prescribed on the boundary, i.e. 
XE ()[} 
ll . . . . . . .. . " ·~ 
where T is the traction vector at a point x where the normal to the boundarYisif;:'; 
lt is well known that 
" T= u· n (2.7) 
where u is the stress tensor, and the material law is the Hooke's relationship 
wüh 
E··= -2
1 (u + u . . ) 
IJ V f,l 
if 
if 
i#-j 
í=j 
a comma denoting derivative and a repeated index summation. 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
Using (2.7), (2.8), (2.9) and (2.6), it is possible to write the natural conditions 
in terms of the displacement vector as 
au n 
An div u+ 2G - + G(n X rot u)= T0 (x) . ()n (2.10) 
It is possible to see that this condition is similar to the Neumann-type conditions 
in potential problems, only with respect to the second term on the left-hand side 
of (2.10). 
3. Mixed conditions: 
They are a combination of the previous conditions, either on different parts of 
the boundary or on a fixed one, where severa! stresses (normal, for example) and 
several displacements (tangential, for example) are given. 
As examples, Fígs. 6 and 7 offer severa! familiar cases of what has been said. 
Thus the problem depicted by Fig. 6(a) corresponds to simple traction of a strip. 
C)bvíously, the basíc variables here are the displacement vector u and its dual, the 
fr~ction T. Apparently the displacement is constant along BC while the tractions 
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Fig. 6. Typical boundary-value problems in elastostatics with mixed boundary conditions. 
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Fig. 7. Use of syrnmetry and antísymmetry ín clastostatic boundary-value problems. 
are null along AB and DC and 0"0 • n along DA. The problem shown in Fig. 6(b), 
where a rigid punch is applied toan elastic half·space, is also famiLiar. Along AB, 
the displacement is constant, while the free boundary offers no traction. Condi~ 
tions at infinity are more complicated to establish. In general, it is assumed that 
stresses become bounded and disp1acements tend to zero. Jt is interesting tonót~ 
that points A and B are singular points due to the sudden change in conditions 
from pure natural to pure essential. This implies the presence of infinite stress.es 
and the need to salve an interesting numerical problem. 
Occasionally, the conditions of symmetry or antisymmetry will allow a mixe9 
problem, which is interesting for the good conditioning of matrices. In Fig. 7(<1); 
we can see how a problem with natural boundary conditions can be transfürm#4 
into a mixed one, taking advantage of the symmetry of the perforated stripandqf 
the load. The first problem is undetermined, in the sense that a rigid"\)()cl:)i 
displacement can be superimposed without affecting the state of stresses~ on the 
other hand, after applying the conditions of symmetry, as indicated inFig. '7(~)·; 
the displacements are relative to those specified. Problem 7(a) ís also itiÍere:s~ÍP:~ 
because, along DE or AB, conditions are mixed in displacements and str~s~~;~1 
Similar! y, Fig. 7(b) presents the way to treat symmetrical geometry with antisym-
metricalloads. The problem is decomposed into another two. In the first one, the 
interface BE cannot m ove horizontally, while in the second the vertical displace-
ment is nil. The symmetry in the first case impedes the development of tangential 
vertical stresses, while, in the second, the antisymmetry along BE precludes the 
development of normal horizontal stresses. If, in addition, walls AD and CF are 
smooth, the first problem is a trivial one and is solved immediately. Once again a 
singular situation will develop at B, where the stress tensor has to produce two 
different traction values p1 and p2 at a poínt B with only one normal. 
In the previous examples, it has been implicitly assumed that the medium was 
isotropic and homogeneous. For piecewise heterogeneities, as in Fig. 8(a), it is 
possible to establish a zoning scheme and, for each zone, apply the previous 
equations along with the specific material properties. In addition to the conditions 
at the exterior boundary, it is necessary now to introduce the compatibility of 
displacements and equilibrium of tractions along the interfaces. The zoning ís also• 
an artífice allowing the solution of asymmetric situations such as that of Fig. 8(b), 
by the introduction of an artificial interface. 
In addition to the three classical boundary conditions, there are occasions in 
which the natural values are combined with the esential ones, either in a 
Robín-Newton mode of the form 
n 
au + bT= e, (2.11) 
n 
or m a generalized oblicuum derivative, relating different components of T, 
according to 
a(r·n)+b(T·s)=c, (2.12) 
where s indicates the tangent unit vector. 
An example of the first situation is a beam resting on springs (Fig. 9a), while 
t~e second one can be represented by Coulomb-like interfaces, as in Fig. 9(b). 
---------~ 
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(a) (b) 
Fig. 8. Use of the zoning technique for heterogeneous or asyrometric domains. 
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Fig. 9. Boundary~value problems with non-classica! boundary conditions. 
2.2. Virtual work and reciprocity theorem 
It is known that the equilibrium equations inside the domain can be written as 
(J ;¡ . + X; "" O • 
,¡ 
If a displacement field u~ is ímagined, then ít ís possíble to wríte 
J lf;¡f~ + J X1ui =O, (2.13) 
.IV !l 
where .n represents the body, and where here and throughout, the differentials of 
volume are omitted for the sake of convenience. On account of 
( *) ~ * + * lf .. U . . lf .. U · lf .. U · Jj J ,} 1J,j 1 IJ 1 ,j 
and due to the symmetry of 0'1¡ 
so that, application of the divergence theorem yields 
Thus, introduction of (2.15) in (2.13) results in 
J T¡uj + J X¡uj = J 0'¡/':~¡. 
an n n 
(2.14) 
This is the principie of virtual work, relating an equilibrium set (T;, X;, $¡¡) tÓ'W;! 
completely independent, compatible one (uf, t:j¡). 
The right-hand side of Eq. (2.16) can be rewrítten by usíng Hooke'!) Ja~';:·_áW;¡ 
follows: 
J u;¡ e~¡= A J e,mo1jei¡ + 2G J e;¡ e~¡ 
fl {/ fl 
= 'J o!' + 2G J * 1\ 8 mm Erflm e U E ij · (2.17) 
n n 
Due to the symmetry of the right-hand side, it is clear that 
(2.18) 
and thus, introducing (2.18) in (2.16), we obtain 
J T1u~ + J X¡u~ = J T'~u; + J X~u1 , (2.19) 
Jll fl !ifl [l 
expressing the Maxwell-Betti reciprocity relationship between two different 
elastic problems established on the same domain. 
2.4. Somigliana's identity 
An interesting application of Eq. (2.19) is obtained when 
X~= eo(x- P), 
Where e denotes a direction and o(x- P) represents a unit value conc~ntrated 
force applied at point X = P . 
.. Úue to the properties of the Dirac 8-function, the last term of the right-hand of 
~q: (2.19) reduces to u1 and thus a representation formula can be obtained of the totm 
~¡(P) = J T;(Q)u~(P, O)- J hcr, O)u¡(Q) + J X¡(Q)u~(Q); PE il. 
an an .(J 
(2.20) 
J.'~1sformula, along with other interesting contributions, was developed by the 
' ·~11 ,rriathematician Somigliana [101-103]. It is important to note that, on the 
.~h~hd side of (2.20), only the first two terms in elude unknowns. The third is 
)~teiy known. Let us forget it, however, for a moment and imagine that 
.. aie no body forces. 
Fig. 10. Illustration of the limiting proccdurc asan interior point P approaches the boundary. 
lf P is located at the boundary, a limiting procedure (Fig. lO) allows (2.20) to 
be written as 
u;(P) = lim j J {;_..u L 
a(!l~\S) 
f 
n J n T;(Q)u~(P, O)+ T¡(O)ut(P, O) 
11 f n J T7(P, O)u;(Q)- T~(P, Q)u;(O) . 
a(n~'t) 
(2.21) 
The second integral on the right-hand side of (2.21) represents the work done by 
the resultant real force on a"6 on the virtual displacement u* and tends to zero 
with e. On the other hand, the last integral represents the resultant of the virtual 
stresses around a<¡g on the real dispiacement of the point O. When the boundary 
at P is smooth and based on thc symmetry and antisymmetry conditions with 
respect to the normal and with rcspect to the tangent, it is clear that 
J 
11 
lim T~(P, O)u;(Q) = -~u;(P), 
e->0 
(2.22) 
Le. each half of the load is supported by a half-space. The minus sign is dueto thé 
change in posítive directions on normals to the surface and a'E. This conditíon i~ 
proved rígorously by Rízzo [95], usíng the expression for the fundamental 
solution. 
When the boundary is not smooth, the resultant of the stresses along tbe 
surface a'E will have to be computed explicity by means of 
lim J r;,.(P, Q), 
E___._.,.{) 
where T~j are the stresses Tr at point Q in direction j, provoked by a unítJ()aq 
acting at P and directed along i, 
In general, it would be possible then to write (2.20) as 
c¡;(P)u;(P) = J T;(Q)Uj/P, Q)- J Tj;(P, Q)u;(Q) 
,){) ¡¡{) 
+ f Vj¡(P, Q)X¡(R) , P, QE aa; 
{) 
RE (1 , (2.24) 
where points P and Q are on the boundary, point R is inside the domain, 
C-¡{P) = o1., - lím f Tj;(P, Q) ] ~:::------;.0 (2.25) 
and Uj, is the displacement at point O in direction i when a unit load of direction j 
has been applied at point P. The pair of tensan; U~; and T~; constitutes the 
fundamental solution of the problem. 
2.4. Boundary integral equation 
Equations (2.24) and (2.25) are ideally suited to salve the case when X= O, i.e. 
when there are no body forces. In this case 
c¡;u,(P) = f Uj,(P, Q) - J Tj;(P, Q) , P, QE aa, (2.26) 
afl an 
and both P and Q are along the boundary. The representation formula (2.26) is 
s~rrtilar to the classical one in potential theory' offering the solution at a boundary 
poínt as a contribution from single and double Iayer potentials. 
Explicit expressions for the Kelvin's fundamental solution of elastostatics are 
g1ven in three dimensions by [76, 35] 
1 1 
U}¡= 161rG(l- 11 ) -¡. [(3- 4v)o,1 + r_;r, 1] 
::~IIdin two dimensions (plane straín) by 
·.. 1 [ 1 ] {Ji¡= S1rG(l .:.._ v) (3- 4v) ln-¡. O;¡+ r,;r,1 , 
(2.28) 
.··· · .· 1 1 { ar } T~¡=- 41T(l- v) -¡. an [(1- 2v)oii + 2r,;r,J- (1- 2v) (r,;n¡- r.¡n;) , 
i!!te:f~. ir~ r(P, Q) is the distan ce between the points P and Q. The singular 
~y 
1 
1 
1 
----X 
Fig. 1 L Gcomctry of a non-smooth bouridary point. 
character of the above fundamental solutions is apparent. Indeed, as r--"" O, we 
have from (2.27) and (2.28) that U~1 = O(llr) and T~¡ = O(l/r2 ) for three 
dimensions and V7 1 = O(ln r) and TT¡ = O(llr) for two dimensions. 
On the other hand, for non-smooth boundary points, the tensor C;¡ is given 
explicitly in two dímensions by 
1 
e= x 
'
1 47T(1- v) 
[ 2(1- v)(({?1 - ({?2 ) + hsin 2({?1 - sin 2({?2 ) sin
2 ({?¡- sin2 'h J 
sin 2 rp1 -sin
2 lfl2 2(1 ~ v)(cp1 - 'Pz)- Hsin 2 ((>1 -sin 2 cpJ ' 
(2.29) 
where the angles cp1 and cp2 are shown in Fig. 11, while for three dimensions, 
Hartmann [59] has presented expressions for C;¡ for the following cases: 
Quarter of a sphere: 
,,j ~ 81" rr 
Eighth of a sphere: 
o 
21T 
2/(1- v) 
2/(1°- v)] · 
27T 
1 [ 7T 1/(1-v) 
C;¡ = 8 71" 1 /(1- v) 7T 1/(1 - v) 11(1 - v) 
11(1- v)l 
1(1-v) . 
1T 
(2.30) 
It will be shown in the following sections that the exact computation of cu is,i~ 
general, not necessary, because if the boundary ís not smooth e;¡ can be obtai~~d 
through the imposítion of rígíd-body dísplacements. However, for smooth boÚ(l-i' 
dary points the tensor C;¡ = !I, where lis the identity matrix. . ..... ·.·. 
2.5. The direct method 
Equation (2.26) is the basis for the BEM. The idea is to interpolate the tinkntiwú~ 
by means of predefined shape functions in the same fashion as with theFEM;fi'~~ 
simultaneously. That is, it is assumed that 
u=Na, 
T=M·b, (2.31) 
where u and T are the displacement and traction vectors along sorne piece of 
boundary, N and M are matrices containing the interpolating functions and a and 
b are vectors with the unknowns. The support of N and M define the "elements" 
on the boundary over which the integrals appearing in (2.26) will be calculated. N 
and M can be locally or globally based, they can be different and, finally, they are 
completely independent of the approx!mation used to represent the geometry. 
The first idea by Rizzo [95] and Cruse [45] was the simplest one, i.e. to divide 
the boundary into pieces, where both u and T were assumed to remain constant. 
In this case, Eq. (2.26) simplifies to 
c¡1u 1(P) = ~ T;(Q) f Uj;(P, Qk)- ~ u,(Q) f Tj1(P, Qk). 
ank ank 
(2.32) 
The pieces ank must still be selected, that is the boundary must be discretized 
and the k points P where Eq. (2.32) will be applied must be chosen. In this way, a 
system (k x k) given by 
Au =Bt (2.33) 
\Vill be formed, where A contains the coefficients c1¡ plus the last integrals of the 
right-hand side of Eq. (2.32) and B contains the first integrals of the right-hand 
side of Eq. (2.32). Several examples of this procedure will be shown in .the 
following sections. In general, the actual geometry is substituted by plane 
tpangular facets as in Fig. 21(a), and the collocation points are taken at the 
.9entroids of the facets. The representative values for u and t are assumed to be 
ihoseoccurring at the centroids. 
Equation (2.33) can be transformed in a classical system of linear equations by 
i!ijposing the boundary conditions at the element centroids, thereby reducing the 
'Q~jriber of unknowns. If all the displacements are known, for instance 
t = B-I..iu, 
~hhe.if the stresses are known (except rigid-body displacements) 
[i'ij':;~!;l#t:ral, in a mixed problem, (2.33) yields 
F'==KX 
X"==K- 1F 
(2.34) 
(2.35) 
(2.36) 
where X contains all the boundary unknowns and F all the boundary data. The 
problem is then formally solved. 
Lachat and Watson [73] proposed to use the finite element isoparametric idea 
to improve the acuraty of the previous method, that is to use 
T= NT", (2.37) 
x = Nx", 
where N is thc common set of interpolatory serendipity polynomial functions and 
uc, Te, xe are, respectívely, the displacements, tractions and coordinates of the 
points chosen to dise:retize the boundary. In addition, the same set of points is 
used to locate the fundamental solution. In this way, the rigidity of the method is 
balanced by the simplicity of the procedure. As soon as the user selects a degree 
for the interpolatory polynotnial, and the collocation points have been selected, 
everything is fixed, and thc method can be completely computerized. 
It is important to notice that the fundamental solution is defined everywhere so 
that, although functiom; N are locally based, the matrices A and B will be full. 
Nevertheless, u•, Te and xc rctain a physical significance. On the other hand, a 
clase look atA or B wiU show that these matrices need not be square. 
Also worth noting is the fact that, when the body torce X=? O, the 1ast integral 
of Eq. (2.24) must be cornputed. In general, X will not follow any analyticallaw, 
so that the integral will have to be computed numerically along cells, as suggested 
by Fig. 3. However, there are important cases where, for the sake of elegance, 
this volume integral can be reduced to a boundary one. Imagine, for instance, 
that 
X=VtP, 
i.e. the body forces are derived from a potential <P. In this case 
1 = J Xu* =~ J u*Vif> . 
fl D 
Use of the identity 
or 
u*\lcp ""div (.Pu*)- .P div u'', 
in conjunction with the divergence theorem, transforms 1 of (2.39) into 
1 = J div (,Pu*)- J cp div u*= J cpu* ·n-Jo/ div u~'. 
fl r¡ Jn J1 
(2.38) 
On the other hand, use of the Galerkin vector G for the representation of the 
fundamental solution by 
u*= 2~ 1-_2 ~) grad div G- rot rot G, 
or, beca use of 
V2G = grad div G + rot rot G 
by 
* "
2 1 d d' G u = v G- 2(1 - v) gra IV , 
in conjunction with the fact that div(rot) =O, leads to 
d. * _ 1- 2v " 2(d' G) lV U - 2(1 _ v) v lV . 
If wc take into account that (e.g. for three-dimensions) 
and call 
1 +V 
G = 4n'E re, 
(1- 2v)(l + v) 
W= 87TE(1-v) re, 
tl1en (2.43) becomes 
div u*= V\div W) = V2H , 
'\.V he re 
. (1-2:v)(1+:v) 
H=dtvW= S7TE(l-v) (r,x+r.y+r,z). 
1'pqs, the vol u me integral on the right -hand si de of (2.41) takes the form 
-f ~ div u* = - f ~ V2 H , 
~~t; !JpOnltsing Green's theorem, the form 
~J~divu*= J H·grad~·n- J ~gradH·n- J HV 2f/J. 
.· n.·.· aa an n 
(2.42) 
(2.43) 
(2.44) 
(2.45) 
(2.46) 
(2.47) 
(2.48) 
(2.49) 
If the function ~ satisfies the equation 
(2.50) 
where kn is a constant, then 
J H'V2~ = k 0 J div W= k 0 f ~= (2.51) 
n n an 
and in view of (2.49) and (2.51), Eq. (2.41) yields 
I= J ~u*·n- J ~gradH·n-k0 J ~ (2.52) 
NJ an ¿¡,n 
as presented by Rizzo and Shippy [97]. For the case of the self-weight, for 
instance k 0 =O, while for thc case of the centrifuga! force, k 0 = pw
2
, where p is 
the material density and w is the angular velocity of the rotating body. A review 
type of article on the trcatment of body torces in elasticity has been written by 
Danson [50]. 
2.6. The indirect method 
The indirect boundary element method proceeds directly from the physical 
meaning of the fundamental solution on a heuristic basis. Only a brief description 
is given here. A full treatment of the indirect method can be found in Banerjee 
and Butterfield [17}. 
A unit load applied to the boundary at point Q produces displacements u and 
tractions T defined by 
u;(P) = U~¡(P, Q)e/0), 
T;(P) = T~/P, Q)e¡(O), 
(2.53) 
and, thus, a fictitious load t(Q) coniinuously distributed along the boundary will 
produce 
u;(P) = f U7¡(P, Q)t¡(Q) , 
a{l 
T,.(P) = J n¡(P, Q)t¡(O), (2.$4~) 
¡¡{1 
PE: n; QE an, 
When Pis moved to the boundary, Eq. (2.54b) is transformed ínto 
T;(P) = !t;(P) + J Ti¡(P, O)t¡(O), (2.55) 
J{J 
whíle Eq. (2.54a) remains of the same form. 
Provided that P is not a comer point, the two Eqs. (2.54a) and (2.55) can be 
used to repeat the díscretization process described above for the direct BEM. In 
this way, the system: 
u=At 
T=Bt 
(2.56) 
is applied to every collocation point around the boundary, where either u or T is 
known. After all conditions on u or T have been imposed, there results the system 
F=Kt (2.57) 
from which the unknown fictitious dístributíon t can be evaluated. As soon as t is 
known around the boundary, Eq. (2.56) can be applíed to those points where 
either u or T ís needed. 
It is possíble to see that recovery of the main unknowns is done after an 
intermediate quantity t has been evaluated, and this is why the method is called 
"indirect" in opposition to the "direct" one, where the basic unknowns are 
directly íncorporated ínto the system to be solved . 
. Of course, it is possible to use a distribution of t along a fictitious boundary, as 
severa! authors have proposed. In addition to complicating the data input, these 
methods seem to present several mathematical objections, the nature of which is 
out of context here. 
It is also important to note the sensitivity of the results to sharp corners. This 
~~risitivity has caused the trend to move towards the direct method. 
2:7.iThe displacement discontinuity method 
This interesting method is a special case of the indirect method, where the 
.ftui~amental solution is substituted by an ingeníous artífice, the opening or 
((l()~ureof fictitious cracks. The method is fully described in the works of Crouch 
,[42"-.44],. which the interested reader can consult for more details. Extension of 
rth~lJDM to three dimensions has been reported by Dunbar and Anderson [54]. 
~[l sUminary, equations are established for the displacements and tractíons 
f!!2~~ the given plane boundary of the form 
u¡(P) = L B1.D , 
.... 1 1 
T;(P) = 2: A. D., . 
... . ·.. ~ 1 
i,j=1,2, ... ,N (2.58) 
provoked by arbitrary displacements Dj given along N cracks distributed either on 
the boundary or outside it. 
Equations (2.58) are applied ata series of N points where u or T is known, and 
from them, an equation of the form 
F=KD (2.59) 
can be establíshed which, when solved, gives the values D inducing u and T along 
the boundary. Equation (2.58) can be applied now to the points where u and T 
are unknowns in order to obtain the final resu1ts. 
2.8. Computational aspects 
The most important cornputational aspects of the direct BEM are discussed in 
sorne detail in the next two sections dealing with two- and three-dimensional 
elastostatics. Thus, the use of linear elements and the treatment of corners are 
discussed in connection wüh two-dimensional problems, whíle the use of constant 
and higher-order elements as well as the computation of the influence matrices A 
and B are prescnted in connection with three-dimensional problems. 
3. Plane problems 
In this section, we shall present, from an elementary point of view, the steps 
needed to develop the BEM in plane-stress or plane-strain elastostatic problems. 
The esscntial boundary conditions will be on the displacements u and thc natural 
ones on the tractions T of the two-dimensional body. After establishíng the usual 
notions, we shall offer the cornputation of the influence matrices and present 
sorne simple examples. 
3.1. Definitions and notations 
As we indicated above, the main objective of the rnethod is the computation of 
values taken by the basic variables at the boundary. The first noteworthy ideais 
that it is necessary to interpolate those variables both when they are data ari~ 
when they are unknowns, in arder to approxirnate their behavior by a: finite 
number of "ad-hoc" functions. 
In order to stabilize these ideas, consider the problem shown in Fig. 12 whíc~ 
deals wíth the stress analysis of the square disk ABCD. Along AB and CD,the 
displacements are known to be zero and the tractions are unknown, while a1o#& 
BC and DA, the situation is reciproca!. 
In order to reduce the unknowns to a finite number, the quest for Unk:n9w9'i 
values has been limited toa finite number 1, 2, ... , n of points. In addition, itis¡ 
assumed that both displacernents and tractíons will be interpolated by ''sh?pé;í:; 
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Fig. 12. Constant, linear and parabolic inlerpolation functions for boundary elements. 
functions N(i), M(i), taking unit values in turn at each of the chosen points 
(nades) and zero at the others, so that in an interpolation of the type 
u= a(i) N(i) 
u= b(i) N(i) 
X= c(i) M(i) 
Y= d(i) M(i) i = 1, 2, ... , n (3.1) 
fhe a(i), b(i), c(i), d(i) will be the values taken by the components u, u, of u and 
the components X and Y of T, respectively, at point i . 
• >Figure 12 shows the constant, linear and parabolic interpolations with polyno-
.rníals that are zero along important parts of the boundary, simplifying thc 
above-mentioned idea of giving physical meaning to thc coefficients. 
Á,swith the FEM, it can be seen that this type of interpolation generates the 
~Óncept of "element" naturally, i.e. that zone of the boundary where the 
~pprCiximating shape is repeated. This allows the computations (basically integra-
J!!Jns}to be done in a local sense and in a repetitive manner, which is ideal for a 
itreatment by the computer. 
The idea of geometrical approximation of the boundary also appears by 
drit~~pÓlating among the points chosen to define the variables. That is 
x = x(i) · R(i) 
y= y(i) · R(i) i = 1, 2, ... , n 
~~}iere; R(i) are again locally based functions. 
(3.2) 
LINEAR 
PARABOLJC 
Fig. 13. Linear and parabolic isoparametric boundary elcment discretization of a plane domain. 
In principie N, M and R are independent, but traditionally they are taken as 
equal, thus introd,ucing the idea of isoparametric elements. So the analyst's first 
task is to discretize, that is to choose those boundary points which are going to 
guide the interpolation of variables and geometry (Fig. 13). After that, the 
method is limited to the procedure for determining the parameters a(i), b(i), c(i), 
d(i), which are unknown at the boundary. In general, there will be N unknowns 
so that N independent equations are needed. In the BEM they are obtained 
through the representatíon formula (2.26) of section 2, which must be applied as 
many times as necessary, as we shall see below. 
3.2. Linear elements 
The general analysis can be subdivided into the following steps: 
(a) Selection of boundary elements (Fig. 14). 
As usual, the mesh is refined in the arcas with larger curvature where the 
variables could have higher gradicnts as shown in Fig. 14(a). 
(a) 
~[>k] 
~=1 5=o ~=-1 
(b) 
Fig. 14. Selcction of size of boundary elements based on linear interp()]ation functíons: 
(b) Linear interpolation (Fig. 14). 
Inside each element, both displacements and stresses are approximated by 
linear shape functions of the form 
~=siL, (3.3) 
as shown in Fíg. 14(b). 
In general, it is assumed that the displacements are continuous along the 
boundary while it is necessary to allow discontinuous tractions around each sharp 
comer. The following analysis is based on the work of Alarcón et al. [2]. 
Using the notation of Fig. 15(c) and assuming that a subscript indicates "nade" 
and a superscript "element", it is possible to write for element j 
ui 
J 
u= {:} = [ ~1 Nz ~J j o U¡+t o Nt V~ J 
i 
V¡+t 
and 
x; 
J 
T= {:J = [ :~ N2 o ~J x~.,.~ o N¡ yi 
J 
(3.4b) 
YJ.H 
The general boundary integral equation (2.26) can be written now for every 
cóllocation point i as follows: 
J N 1 T71 f N T* J N 1 T72 f N2 T~2 ui 2 11 J 
2c(i){ :; } + ~ L¡ j afl¡ ilfl¡ ilfl¡ an1 ui+t 
J N1 T~1 J N2 T~1 J N2Tiz vi J N T* J 1 22 i 
iJ!1¡ an1 Jfl¡ iJ!l¡ 
V;+I 
J N1 Ut, J Nzuri J N U* J N2urz g; l 12 1 
N x~+I 
=2. L. Ml¡ an1 ii!l¡ an1 ;~ 1 J f N 1Ui1 J N2 Ui1 f N 1Ui2 J N2u;2 f~ 1 fJ+l 
ii!l¡ ilfl¡ ilfl¡ Jfl¡ 
(3.5) 
~flete (u,·v) and (X, Y) are the components of boundary displacements and 
( 1 ) 
L." ='2 o . 
. : ·.: - Ir, 
(4,11/'} : ... -. :_:. . (11!11''/ 
Gb ·. ·. · .• ~··.t • . . 
(?.} 
(a) 
(b) 
i-1 vzt: 
~ \ (f.Í-1 
)-1 
(e) 
(4, V') 
(4) 
Fig. 15. Boundary condition cases at a corner. 
(t;,v) 
( 5) 
\[ =2 a . 
tractions, respective! y, in global coordina tes and T¡¡, u¡¡ are the components of' 
the fundamental solutíon for stresses and displacements, respectívely. 
In general, it is more useful to express tractions as normal (]' and tangentia}T 
components. This can be done simply by using the transformation · .. 
. _ •. (3.()) 
where ae is the angle between the x-ax1s and the unit normal vector to the 
element e. 
Equation (3.5) can now be written in terms of u and T as 
ui 
1 
N j A{2 A{3 A~4 ] j 
c(i){ ~;} + ~~ [ ~~: ui+l Ai2 Ai3 vi Ai4 1 
j 
V¡+l 
(Ti 
1 N . B~z B{3 B{4 ] j = L [ Bi¡ (Tj+ L (3.7) 
j=I Bir Bi2 B~3 Bi4 Ti 1 
j 
Tj+l 
Varying i, one obtains from (3.7) a system of 2N equations of the form 
Au=Bu 
The scheme of contribution of each element is as follows: 
••EW···. 
-----A¡ 
21 
1 
1 
1 
8 
1 • • 
A 112 --------------- Ai3 
(2N X 2N) 
88 
1 
1 
1 
B1 --------------- B1 
12 13 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
Bi --------------- B 1 22 23 
(4N X 4N) 
e 
A~4 ----~ 
A¡ -----
24 
e 
B¡ -----
14 
B¡ -----
24 
(3.8) 
U¡ 
U¡+l 
V¡ 
Vi.¡.¡ 
1 
1 
(2N X 1) 
1 
~¡ 
1 
l 
(Tj+l 
1 
1 
1. 
Tl 
1 
i 
T¡+I 
(4N X 1) 
The double size of the stress vector u is due to the double normal around each 
nade. To proceed with the method, it is necessary now to cstabiish conditions 
related to the continuity of the functions. This is done by identifying the different 
cases that can occur around a comer. The basic possibilities are those five 
included in Fig. 15(a) and having as follows: 
(1) prescnts tractions which are specified at both sídes of the comer with (u, v) 
remaining as local unknowns. 
(2) presents a case where the data are the tractions befare the node (a-b, Tb) 
and the node displacements (u, v). Two unknowns, thc tractions after the node 
(a-., T.), remain. 
(3) is the reciproca! of (2) with (a-¡,, Th) as unknowns. 
(4) deals with a sharp comer where thcre are four unknowns (a-¡,, 7b) and 
(u., 7 0 ), 
(5) is like (4) except that the boundary is smooth, with only one normal so that 
(3.9) 
rcducing the unknowns to two. 
lt is also possible to imagine mixed combinations like those of Fig. lS(b) but 
there are always only two unknowns per nade, cxcept for case ( 4) above. 
lf there is no singularity at the sharp comer, this situation is easily salvable 
because knowing the dcrivatives of u and v along the boundary (computable since 
ane knows the e•mlution ot the data) allows the computation at their gradients at 
the comer and then the strains E;¡· Using Hooke's material law, the stresses are 
obtained immediately so that the comer is completely solved. We are, in fact, 
facing a comer element in Fig. 15(c), where there are two nodes to collocate, 
namely (j ~ 1) and (j + 1) and four unknowns, namely the tractions "after" node 
j ~ 1 and the tractions "befare" node j + 1. Another alternative can be seen in 
[2]. 
In that way, matrix B is reduced to size 2N x 2N and after imposing boundafy 
conditions, ít ís possible to reduce (3.8) to the system 
KX=F. (3.10) 
For the sake of computíng efficíency, the theoretical scheme described abové 
has been slightly modified. Instead of forming A and B by rows, they are forrrieci 
by columns; that is, in place of computing the integrals, viewing the elemerit~ 
from each nade (implying the computation of normals, lengths, etc.), it is beft~r 
to fix an element and to compute the contributions affecting each node. AnÓtllé~ 
important aspect is the computation of the constants c(i) by using a fictiti()l.ls 
problem, i.e. by imagining rigid-body displacements which implies u =O andthe.n 
imposing the condition of nullity for the sum of the row coefficients in A. A II1úr~, 
detailed description of a computer program called SERBA incorporating tlií~' 
approach can be seen in [2]. 
Figure 16 presents results obtained by Domínguez [52], using constant ele-
ments, while studying the distribution of stresses produced around rigid anchors 
modelled by a semirigid crack, when the anchor is near a free boundary. 
An example with linear elements taken from [57] is plotted ín Fig. 17, where a 
rectangular plate, fissured by a crack, is analyzed in order to determine the stress 
intensity factor. As it is shown, in spite of the fine mesh used near the singularity, 
1 
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Fig. 16. Stress di~tribution around a rigid anchor near a free boundary. 
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Fig. 18. Stress ;malysis of thc Grand Coulee gravity dam. 
there is contamination of results which can only be eliminated through interpol-
ation of the resu1ts or by using singular elements. 
Figure 18 is a classical example borrowed from civil engineering. lt represents a 
simplified section of a famous gravity dam, the Grand Coulee dam. The general 
geometry is given in Fig. 18(a), while 18(b) presents the boundary element 
discretization. It is possible to observe that the mesh is finer near the sharp corner 
in arder to take into account the higher gradients nearby. The base is assumed to 
be complete! y fixed against displacements so that, as Fig. 18(f) shows, there are 
singular points near the corners. Except for those points, the stresses follow the 
general pattern of the well known Levy's solution. The dashed zone represents 
tension ateas. Figures 18(c) and (d) show the dam deformations for two different 
water levels, and Fíg. 18(e) presents the evolution of the tip horizontal displaee-
ment as a function of the dam's degree of fillíng. 
In Fig. 19(a) we have plotted the cross section of a reinforced concrete syphon 
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....... p / 
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Fig. 19. Deform<ltion analysls of a reinforced concrete syphon undcr extern:o~l and interniilló.~?ª.i~. 
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Fíg. 19. (contínued). 
deslgned to sustain an interior pressure equivalent to 6 m of water and working 
utider an exterior pressure on the arder of 15m of water. In Fig. 19(b), we show 
th~ discretization used to analyze the bouncÍary displacements under internal 
p~~ssure. Dueto the symmetry with respect to the horizontal axis, it is possible to 
ai}aly:l'.e only half of the section. Of course, it would also be possible to establish a 
y~rtkal axis of symmetry where both cavities are equally pressurized, but it has 
p~bndecided to maintain only one axis in arder to study the asymmetric situation. 
~fis worth noting, then, that the model can suffer rigid-body horizontal displace-
¡fi-i:~hts. In order to avoid this situation, node 1 has been completely fixed and so 
·~he disJ?lacements shown in Fig. 19(c) are relative to that point. It is possíble to 
l~~táblish that condition in severa! ways. What we did here was to delete the first 
row and column of the final rnatrix, substitute the diagonal elements by a 1 and 
changing the first element of the "force" vector toa zero [3]. As we can see, this 
is the classkal solution used in similar sltuations with the FEM or the matrix 
analysis of beam structures. Figure 19(d) shows the discretization used for a 
totally symmetrical externa! load. In this case, there is no room for rigíd-body 
displacernents and the cornputation follows the usual patterns of the method. 
4. Three-dimensional problems 
In this section, we are going to develop sorne ideas related to three-dimensional 
geornetry. lf the domain presents a large ratio volurne/surface, the econornies 
that can be obtained, compared with other methods, are important. 
After describing some typical problems, the simplest approach utilizing con-
stant elements as well as sorne of the integration problems that arise, will be 
developed. We shall also indicate the treatment of higher-order elements and, 
finally, we shall show sorne exarnples, including the application of volume 
integrals to the thermoelastic case. 
4.1. Typical problems 
Typical problems are governed by Eq. (2.1) along with boundary conditions 
(2.5), (2.6), etc. In the majority of the cases, however, the situation is not strictly 
pure and even. Mixed conditions, can be artifically generated. In Fig. 20, for 
enstance, severa! different cases are presented for fan annular cylinder. Thus, in 
Fig. 20(b), the displacements are imposed along the interna! and external 
boundaries, while in Fig. 20(c), the same happens with tractions, and Fig. 20(d) 
represents a mixed problern. Finally, in Figs. 20(e) and (f) we suggest the 
(f) B 
Fig. 20. Mixed boundary conditions for an annular cylinder. 
possibility of using symmetry for the walls ABCD and EFGH to model mixed 
conditions of the type zero normal displacements plus zero tangential stresses 
thereby producing artificial mixed problems from the initial pure ones of Figs. 
20(b, e). We shall show below that this situation can be managed in an automatic 
fashion while forming the matrix K of (2.36) 
4.2. Boundary elements 
Imagine for a moment that body forces are zero. The representation formula 
will then include variables defined only at the boundary where the discretization 
process has to be carried out. The "elements" are generated while intcrpolating 
with locally based functions. The simplest examples is obtained with "constant 
elements", i.e. planc facets where both displacements and stresses are assumed 
constant. In addition, the facets are taken to have triangular shapes and the 
representative points for displacements and stresses are taken at the centroid of 
every triangle as shown in Fig. 21(a). 
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Fig. 21. Constan! trianglc boundary element discretization of a three-dimensional hody. 
The general boundary equation (2.26) then takes the forro 
(4.1) 
where i, j = 1, 2, 3; K, L = 1, 2, ... , N and where xL represents the collocation 
point and xK, the running point inside the eJement K 
If u;(xK) and t;(xK) are constant inside the elemerit K 
u1(xx) = u;(K), 
t;(xx) = t;(K), 
and the system of JN equations 
N N 
~u¡(xL) + L A~x u;( K)= L B~;Kt¡(K), 
K~l K~l 
is obtained froro ( 4.1) wherc 
AJ/ = J T¡1(xL, xK), 
B~K = J U¡¡(xL, xx), 
J{lK 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
and T¡;. U¡1 are defincd in Eq. (2.27). Equation (4.3) can be written in matrix 
forro as 
Au""'Bt. (4.5) 
The integrals in ( 4.4) can be computcd eithcr nurnerically or analytically. The 
first proccdurc is iroplemented whcn the collocation point ís outside the elerncnt 
(Fíg. 21b). Changc of coordinates froro thc global Cartcsian (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ) to the 
local triangular ( /;1 , t,, /;3) ones accordíng to the relation dx 1 dx2 dx3 i [.![ d/; 1 dl;2 d/;3 where \Ji is thc Jacobian of the transforrnation, reduces the 
problem to the computatíon of the typical integral 
1 l-~1 
1= J J f(/;¡/;2/;3) ct.;\ d/;2 = t
1 
wJ(t:t~t~), 
(1 o 
·.(4:~) 
through a quadrature scheme involving a certaín nurnber of integration point* 
(l;;,~;;,¡;~) and corresponding weights w1 [106]. A typical quadrature schem6i~ 
shown in Table 1 takcn froro refs. (118, 17j. 
Table 1 
Integration points and weights for a typical quadrature scheme. 
n g; g~ g~ 2w,. 
113 113 1/3 1 
2 1 1/2 112 o 1/3 
2 o 112 1/2 113 
3 112 o 112 1(3 
4 1/3 1(3 1/3 ~9/16 
2 3/5 1/5 115 25/48 
3 1/5 3/5 115 25/48 
4 1/5 115 315 25/48 
7 1 0.33333333 0.33333333 0.33333333 0.22500000 
2 0.79742699 0.10128651 0.10128651 0.12593918 
3 0.10128651 0.79742699 0.10128651 0.12593918 
4 0.10128651 0.10128651 0.79742699 0.12593918 
5 0.05971587 0.47014206 0.47014206 0.13239416 
6 0.47014206 0.05971587 0.47014206 0.13239416 
7 0.47014206 0.47014206 0.05971587 0.13239416 
When the point is inside the elcment, singularitíes appear in the fundamental 
solutíon. Then the integration is usually done analytically by subdividing the 
triangle into three parts as shown in Fig. 22 and taking the ( ~ 1 , ~2 , g,) to be the 
local coordínate system such that ~~ is parallel to the side 2-1 and with the samc 
oricntation, g3 is normal to thc element and ~2 = ~3 x ~1 . If 
it is possible to show that 
LK 12 13 A 11 A íj = A;¡ 1 + A u 2 + ;¡ 3 , 
LK \2 13 B \¡ Bu = B ;¡ t + B ;¡ 2 + ;¡ 3 , 
and, for instancc 
B;¡\~ = 16rrG7l- v) { (3- 4v)o;¡L (tan cp + co~ cp) + e 1;e 11 
x [-sin 4> + L (tan cp + e o! 4J] 
(4.7) 
(4.8) 
( 4.9) 
z 
(a) 
3 
(b) 
y 
3 
Fig. 22. Constan! triangular boundary elcment with thc collocation point insidc the element. 
where giik is the permutation symbol. 
Numerical integration in the presence of singularities is also possible [ 41J. 
4.3. Volume integrals. Thermoelasticity 
As we stated in Eq. (2.38) and the following ones, in special cases it is possib1~ 
to reduce volume integrals to boundary ones. An important case is thermoelastid~ 
ty, where the body forces are proportional to the temperature e, which satisfiés 
the steady·state heat conduction equation 
The volume integral due to these body torces becomes 
where D.= W. and y= a G(1 + v) /(1- v) with a being the coefficient of thermal J ,¡ 
expansion. 
If the same constant elements are defined for the temperature, as for the 
displacements and stresses, (4.11) takes the form 
(4.12) 
or 
N N 
'V LK J@ "' LK K 
-y ¿¿ C¡ -(K)+ y ¿¿ D ¡¡ n1 B(K), K~I an K~I (4.13) 
with 
c~K = f W,¡(xL, xK)' 
J!1K (4.14) 
Df;K = J w,¡;(xL, Xx). 
J{JK 
The computation of the C¡ and D¡; elements ís done analogously to that for the 
A and B matrices of (4.4), i.e. 
c:K = C(l- 2v)(I21 + /32 + [31)' 
KfrK = C(l- 2v)(l!n + 1~ + [~1 ), 
where, for instance 
112 = D[o1¡L tan ( l/J/2)- e11 e1¡(L tan ( l/J/2) + cos lfJ) 
- (e 11e2¡ + e21 e 1i) sin o/ + e21e2¡ cos o/] 1 !~ , 
, D
3 
( cos o/ 1 ) 11>?. l 12 =-3 - . 2 +2Ltan(l/J/2) . 2 sm o/ 1>1 
(4.15) 
( 4.16) 
The following example was developed by Anza [11] and deals with the 
.thermoelastic analysis of cylinders and spheres subjected to different exterior and 
interior temperatures, as shown in Fig. 23. Using symmetry, discretization of the 
sphere can be simulated, for instance, by the mesh shown in Fig. 24(b). For the 
~volution of temperature, elements 1 to 48 have the zero flux condition while 
~léll1ents 49 to 56 are supposed to be maintained at fixed temperatures. In this 
:·~*~ll1pte, the temperature data are 
CYLI NDER 
(a) 
G 
$ PHERE 
( b) 
Fig. 23. Cylinder and spherc under different exterior and interior temperaturcs. 
(4.17) 
The elastic conditions are also imposed by the symmetry. Elements 1 to 48 
present zero normal dísplacements and zero tangential stress, whíle elements 49 
to 56 present known tractions (zero in this case). In addition, v = 0.25, G = 1, 
a = 1. The closed-form solution of this problem in terms of the temperature 8, 
the radial displacement u and the radial and hoop stresses o-, and 0"0 , respective! y, 
is given by 
@ = 1800(1/r) -100, 
u= -42.86r- 1500- 69428.5(1 //), 
O",= 285.72- 600(1/r) + 277713.9(1/r3 ), 
O"e = 285.71- 3000(1 /r2 ) -138857(1 lr3 ), 
(4.18) 
and it is plotted in Figs. 25(a, b and e) against the results obtained by the BEM. 
As we can see, thc results are very good ín a qualitative sense and the maximum 
error in displacements is of 4.7%. In general, the errors can be attributed to poor 
representation of the geometry. It is also important to point out that the exampie 
was chosen only to show the possibilities of the method. The symmetry conditions 
can be managcd without elements 1 to 48 by a careful assembling of the A;¡ and 
B;1 elements due to each element and all their symmetric ones. In this way, the 
number of equations could have been reduced and precision increased. . .. 
4. 4. Higher-order elements 
The method can easily be generalized to higher-order elements, for instimce;tq 
parabolic interpolation type of elements by shape functions which allow tp~ 
adjustment by triangular or quadrilateral shells approaching complex geomctrYas· 
shown in Fig. 26(a). 
There are, nevertheless, problems with corner nodes that are similar to thqse,: 
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Fig. 25. (continued). 
presented in plane problems. That is, far sharp corner nades shared by dífferent 
elements, there are different narmals and hence different tractions which, in the 
assembling pracess, produce a rectangular B matrix. It is necessary, then, to 
supplement either a cade or sorne artífice such as corner elements, master and 
si ave degrees af freedam, etc., to elimina te the difficulty. That is why sorne 
authars prefer to define the elements by internal nodes (Fig. 4c) that eliminate the 
problem at tbe price af the size of the system of equatíons. The prablem is really 
serious in piecewise heterogeneous media where it is usual ta find singular 
behavior af fluxes ar tractians . 
. ···. The computation af the elements of each of the matrices A, B, cannot easily be 
done analytically because of the complexity of the Jacabian af the parabolic 
elements. For this reason, a numerical approach is usually follawed. However, 
the singularity of kernels Uik and Tik• which tend ta co when r tends to zero, 
implies that the integration scheme needs to be done carefully while integrating 
óver the elements near the collocatian point in arder to reduce the integration 
~rror. An adaptive pracess has been proposed by Lachat and Watson [74] which 
üses the standard Gaussian pracess, but divides each af the elements into a 
.~ertain number of sub-elements and chooses the number af íntegration points for 
each of these sub-elements according to an error bound previausly defined as a 
3 
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Fig. 26. Higher~order triangular and quadrilateral boundary c]ements. 
y 
function of sorne variables, as for example, the distance between the element and 
the singular point, the size, and the geometry of the element, etc. When the nodal 
point belongs to the integration element, a different approach is used in arder to 
place a great number of integration points near the singular one. The element is 
divided into two or three triangles and each of them is considered as a degener~ 
ated quadrilateral sub-element. The disposition of integration points is shown ill. 
Fig. 26(b). More details can be seen in Doblaré and Alarcón [51]. Othei 
alternatives are discussed by Watson [114] and by Rizzo and Shippy [98]. 
Once the equilibrium and compatibility equations have been introduced forthe 
interface nades, the complete linear system is reduced to a problem witl1 
2::~ 1 p(r) x 3 equatíons where r is the total number of equations. However, t~e 
number of unknowns can be greater than the number of equations. This nutl16ei 
of unknowns is E~~~ 6p(i) + E:=t 3p(c) where J is the number of interfacesartcf 
p(i) and p(c) are the number of nades of each interface or subregion exterri~f 
boundary of the problem. 
Two different problems arise during the formation of the linear system: 
(a) To reduce the number of unknowns at interface nades. 
(b) To obtain a matrix structure adapted to the subsequent solving process;it·i~ 
possible to choose a structure which, by a systematic process of storage, allows an 
appropriate situation of the zeros in arder to eliminate them during the storing 
proccss and, final! y, an adequate disposition for the solving proccss. 
The first point is trcated by using a new interpolation function for the stress 
vector in the element to which the node with more unknowns than cquations 
bclongs. Each of these functions, with a lower order than thc usual ones, takcs 
thc valuc 1 at each node and O at the rest, except for the special node. After this, 
it is possiblc to extrapolate the stress vector, as Fig. 27 shows, and obtain the 
expressions 
( 4.19) 
The second point is resolved by following Lachat and Watson [74, 75] and 
ordering the subregions as in Fig. 28, thereby obtaining a great number of 
grouped zeros, which are not stored, and thus saving a lot of memory. 
Thc following three illustrative examples of three-dimensional elastic analysis 
by parabolic isoprametric boundary elements ha ve been taken from [51]. The first 
example deals with the analysis of a sphere subject to interna! pressure. This has 
beco sol ved and compared with thc theoretical solution given in [112]. The sphere 
has an interna! radius of 30 and an externa! radius of 110, consists of a material 
with a Young's modulus of 2.5 and Poisson's ratio of 0.25 and is subjccted to an 
interna! pressure of 1000. The discretization of 18 elements and 36 nodes is 
shown in Fig. 29 and a computcr memory of only 6K was used in the program for 
the given data. The results in terms of the radial displacement u, and the 
tangential stress u, are shown in Table 2. The total computer time needed was 
~4'50", which is very high. However, this is logical bccause the amount of time of 
input-output is very important in this case and the acccss time of the computer 
úsed was also very high. 
Another typical test is that of a cube subjected to interna! point Ioads. The 
prqblem consists of a simple cube supported at threc diffcrent faces and subjected 
íbtwopoint Ioads of 1000 acting in the interior of the body as shown in Fig. 30(a). 
Fig. 27. Schcmatic illustration of a spccial stress vector intcrpolation. 
SUB 1 SUB 2 SUB 3 SU 8 4 SUB 5 
SUB 
6 
Fig. 28. EfJkient ordering of sobregions in the BEM. 
The deformation of the cube can be seen in Fig. 30(b). Finally, as an example of 
the treatment of boundary conditions, the analysis of the dolos of Fig. 3l(a) was 
also performed. The discrctization of a quarter of the dolos is shown in Fig. 31(b) 
while the boundary conditions are such that thc normal displacement restricted at 
the planes of symmetry, the tangential stresses are zero on them, and al\ the 
displacements for elements of the base are zero. The discretization presented was 
obtained using a preprocessor described in [36]. 
Table 2 
Nurnerical results for the sphere of Fig. 29. 
No de Variable Theory BEM Error% 
1 u, 6428.57 6401.0 -0.43 
17 u, 7164.72 7109.0 -0.78 
23 u, 8492.06 8406.0 -1.01 
35 u, 10928.57 10800.0 -1.17 
41 u, 15714.29 15590.0[ -0.79 
] t:r, 214.29 207.5 -3.17 
17 a, 249.48 250.9 0.57 
23 o; 312.17 303.9 -2.65 
35 t:r, 435.43 433.5 -0.44 
41 a, 714.29 757.0 5.98 
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45 37 Zl 19 
F:lg. 29. Discrctization of a sphere by parabolic isoparamctric quadrilateral boundary elemcnts. 
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Fig. 30, Deformational configuration of a cube subjectcd to interna! point !oads. 
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Fig. 31. Boundary elemcnt díscretizatíon of a dolos. 
S. Axisymmetric problems 
In this section, we shall consider those bodies whose geometry and load statt:: 
have have axial symmetry (Fig. 32). The engineering applications are numerol1s; 
including, for example, rotating disks, bins, silos, reservoirs, etc. 
5.1. The fundamental solution 
The starting equation is Somigliana's integral equation 2.20, but no\V tfl;e). 
matrices U~ k> T~k, can be specialized by using a ring load Jike that in Fig. :33; A 
X 
+ .... +' t: ................ 
+,.+~.--+-\J-i- .... 
1 
(C) 
y X 
z 
Fig. 32. Gcometry of a general axisymmetric body. 
Fig. 33. Radial and axial unit concentratcd loads. 
current procedure for computing the fundamental solution is through the displace-
nient function introduced by Galerkin [48, 70]. The subsequent analysis is based 
()"11 the work of Cruse et al. [48]. In cylindrical coordinates, the components X, 
atidX, of the Galerkin vector for a ring radial load F, and an axial one Fz of the 
form 
{ F,} = { ~} o(R- r, Z- z) 121rr 
Fz 
(5.1) 
sáti.sjjthe equations 
(5.2) 
[~he.>sOli,Iticin of (5.2) written in terms of the Legendre functions of zero order 
1 
X,= 127T2G VRr( yQ uz- Q -uz)' 
(5.3) 
~1 
X,= 41rzG vlfr(Quz ~ yQ_ 1¡z), 
where 
(R- r)2 + (Z- z)2 
r = 1 + 2Rr ' (5.4) 
and where R, Z are the coordina tes of the point of application of the load and r, z 
those of the running point. 
The expressions for U~1 are as follows [48]: 
2(1- v)u;, = (1- 2v) (v 2 ~ \)X,+ 82~' , 
r az 
2(1- v)V* =- azxz-! aX, 
zr araz r az , 
a2X 2(1 - V) V* = - ~~z , 
rz Jraz 
(5.5) 
2 3 2Xz 1 axz 2(1- v)U~z = (1- 2v)"V Xz + ~-z +- -8-, ar r r 
or in view of (5.3) 
V* - 1 (< )Q + (Z- z)z dQuz) 
"- 161TzG(1- v)YR.i- 3- 4v ·1/2 Rr dY , 
U* = 1 Z- z [ Q 11z _('Y_ !__) dQ +1tzl 
" l61r 2G(l- P) r"'l,/][; 2 R d'Y ' (5.6} 
-1 Z-z[Q-u 2 ( r)dQ_uzJ U~z = l61r 2G(l- v) rYRr ~2~ + y- R d'Y ' 
U*- 1 ( (Z-z)z dQ_l,z) 
zz- 167TzG(l- v)VRi- (3- 4v)Q -112- Rr d')' 
The computation of T~k is obtained using the equilibrium equations 
where 
* _ 2Gl1- v au~, v (I U* au~')J a - -~--+-- - +--
rrr 1 ~ 2 V a T 1 - 2 V T rr a Z ' 
[ a u* a u* J * = G ~-'' + __ zr arzr az ar , 
* 2 G [ 1 - v a u~, v ( 1 * a u~, ) J a = ----+---u+--
zzr 1~2v ar 1-2v r rr ar , 
(5.8) 
( aU* au*) * = G __ rz + __E_ arzz az ar , 
* - 2 G [ 1 - V a u;z V ( 1 U* a u;z ) ] 
azzz- 1-2vaz-+1-2v ~ rz+---az . 
5.2. Dísplacements and stresses on the boundary 
The reduction to the boundary is done by transporting x( R, Z) to the boundary 
by a standard limiting process. When x(R, Z)-:> x(r, z), we have that y-:. 1 and 
the Legendre functions can be approximated by logarithmic functions of the type 
1 (r -1) Q112('y)= -2ln -n -2, (5.9) 
with derivatives 
-1 (5.10) 2( r -1) ' 
arid then the integrals must be computed in the sense of their Cauchy principal 
vahie. The final boundary integral equation is then 
(.Sik- C¡k)u¡(x) = I u~k(x, y)t¡(y)- I r;k(x, y)u;(y) + I u~k(x, z)X;(z)' 
M M n 
x, y E aJ1; Z E .!1 , 
APd ~he stress components can be obtained from 
. aix) = I D~jktk - f s~jkuk + I s;¡¡Xr' 
an a.o .fl 
D~1-k = AU7k 18 .. + G(U~ . . + U*k .) , , r¡ IJd ¡ ,r 
S~.k:: AT*lk ,.s. + G(T~k . + T*k .) . 
. lj ' lj 1 ,J 1 ,J 
(5.11) 
(5.12) 
(5.13) 
53. Discretization and treatment of the integral equation 
As the discretization is limited to the meridian curve, it is possíble to use 
constant, linear, parabolic, etc., elements as shown in Fig. 34. 
lf the constant element approach is used and the procedure developed in 
section 2.5 is applied, it is possible to write (5.11) in the form 
!o1ku 1 =~JJ u:kt1ds- J P¡ju 1 ds+ J E:kX1 ds+ J Fkds], (5.14) 
an an an afl 
whcre the E:k, Fk represent the contribution of volumetric forces reducible to the 
boundary, or 
J [E* rr + E* ¡·z 
Jfl,. 
u~']{t'} U* { (cenlroid) 11 zz z 
E
·¡· ] { X } f { F } J u r ' d 
E* X (centruictJ, + Fz s," ' 
z.z z J,f)n 
(5.15) 
whkh wi11 produce a 2N x 2N system, once 2/I,T boundary conditions have been 
fixed. 
Following Eq. (5.12), the stresses are then 
(5.16) 
(a) ( b) (e ) 
Fig. 34. Con~tant, linear and parabolic bounúary elernent discretization of an axisyrnmetdc b9dY;' 
where the new tensors appear after substituting the expressions of the previously 
mentioned volumetric forces reducible to the boundary. 
Thus, finally, Eqs. (5.15) and (5.16) can be written symbolically as 
Bu =At+P, 
O' = Dt- Su + P' . 
(5.17) 
For the computation of the coefficients in the influence matrices, two cases are 
usually distinguished: 
(a) If the running point does not coincide with the collocation point, comput-
ation of the coefficients is carried out by a Gauss quadrature as 
L/2 1 . N 
J JdSm= J 2r.fdl= J 2'TTrfL/2dt=LkJ;L wkr(gk)f(gk). 
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Fig. 35. Axially loaded thick walled cracked tuhe. 
(5.18) 
(b) If both points coincide, we use a semianalytic approach producing a 
closed-form solution around the singularity where the Legendre functions can be 
expressed by a relatively simple formula and a numerical integration of the 
temaining parts of the element. 
5.4. Numerical examples 
The first example is shown in Fig. 35(a). A thick walled tube is loaded axially 
and presents a crack along its exterior boundary. It is well known that the stress 
distribution follows the law 
where K is the stress intensity factor. Fig. 35(b) shows the discretization that 
produces the results shown in Table 3. The computed stress intensity factor is 
K= 2908.372 (Fig. 36) with an error of 4.05% against the dosed-form so1ution in 
spite of the poor discretization that has been used. 
Another example is presented in Fig. 37(a), where the same cylinder is 
sooo.a ~Tz rr 
* 
4000.0 
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* 
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Fig. 36. Stress intensity factor for the structure of Fig. 35(a). 
Table 3 
Numcrical rcsults from the analysis of the thick walled tube of Fig. 35. 
Distancc to the crack tip r a-, a-,Vr 
Nodc (cm) (kg/cm 2 ) (kg ·cm - 512 ) 
20 0.5 6856.35 4848.17 
19 1.5 2899 3550.54 
18 2.5 2336.135 3693.75 
17 3.5 2001.184 3743.87 
16 4.5 1557.939 3304.89 
15 5.5 1562.348 3664.03 
14 6.5 1307.604 3494.37 
13 7.5 1273.738 3488.28 
12 8.5 1166.764 3401.67 
11 9.5 1136.31 3502.67 
10 10.5 908.003 3147.98 
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Fig. 37. Thick walled tube under interna! pressurc. 
Table 4 
Numerical results from the analysis of thc cylinder of Fig. 37. 
Fa ce Discretization Variable Results Error% 
AB,CD 28 elemcnts a-.(kg/cm2 ) 37.55 6.55 44 elements 40.27 0.22 
BC 28 elements u,(cm) 6680.75 X lW
5 7.97 
44 clements 6627.18 X 10-5 7.11 
DA 28elcmenls u,(cm) 17362.5 X 10-
5 4.04 
44elemen!s 17200.91 X 10-5 3.08 
submitted to interna! pressure. Nades with thc symbol O correspond to a 
28-elcment discretization, while those with thc O represent a discretization with 
44 elements (Fig. 37b). The results are as shown in Tablc 4. 
5.5. Use of the Cartesian fundamental solution 
As an alternative to the use of the axisymmetric fundamental solution, it is 
possíble to treat the Cartesian equation wíth two changes to polar coordinates. lf 
the field point has coordinates (p, 8, z) and the collocation point (p', 8', z'), it 
can be seen immediately that the boundary integral equation can be written for a 
smooth boundary such as 
(5.19) 
where superscripts e and p mean Cartesian and polar, respectively, and !1 and U' 
are defined by 
(
cos 8 
.!] = si~ e 
-sin 8 o) 
cose o , 
o 1 ( 
cos 8' 
ll' = -si; B' sin e' cos (J' 
o 
If the collocatíon point P has O'= O, then, for instance 
1 
T11 cose+ T 12 sin 8 
TP = .f1 'Tcll = T21 cos 8 + T22 sin 8 
T31 cos e + T32 sin e 
- T11 sin 8 + T 12 cos 8 
- T21 sin e + T22 cos 8 
~ T31 sin e + T32 cos 8 
(5.20) 
In general, point P has to be chosen judidously, depending on problem cond~ 
itions. 
A very interesting situation arises, for instance, when trying to compute th:t( 
impedance of rigid circular foundations. In general, one is interested in obtairi~~i, 
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the stresses developed under the footing when subjected to torsional, vertical, 
horizontal or rocking unit dísplacements. The distribution of displacements and 
stresses is gíven in Table 5. 
Assuming constant values of u' and r' inside concentric rings and that the 
collocation points P are situated at ()=O, it is easy to see that cases (a) and (b) 
can be solved simultaneously through the system 
u;(a) 
u~(Q) 
u~(Q) 
r;(a) 
r~(Q) 
a~(Q) 
(5.22) 
where the integration is done only along the half ring, such that O~ 8 ~ 1T. Por 
cases (e) and (d), the situation is similar although the second equation has to be 
computed by locating P somewhere with e# O. Choosing, for instance, 8 =- 7T/2, 
the final system for every ring is 
\vhére 
u' p 
1 u' 2 6 
u' z 
C =cose, S= sin e, SC =cose· sin e, C 2 = cos2 e, S2 = sin 2 e , 
(5.23) 
~p:ctthe integration for the first and third equation is carried out inside the half 
W1l'lg ()~e~ 1T, while the second one is extended over -7T ~e~ 1T. 
. ~llls procedure is also useful for treating embedded foundations or piles with 
p 
(a) 
( (=1 
= 1 
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( 
( b) ~=-1 
(e) 
Fig. 38. Coordinate Lransformations for the treatment of axisymmetlic structures. 
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Tablc 5 
Stresscs and displacements under a circular footing subjccted to 
various modes of deformation. 
lmposed 
displacement Stresses Displacements 
(a) T =() U', =O u" =0 u, =0 torsion 1' T6 = T~(p) u0 = u~(p) 
(b) vertical T6 =0 
70 = T;(p) u.-= O uP = u~(p) 
rf,=U:(p) u"= ú~ 
Tl' = T; COS (} u,j =u;, cos B 
(e) horizontal T0 = -r~ sin 8 u.= -u~ sin(} 
crz = ~ I:T~ cose uz=u:cos& 
(d) rocking ditto ditto 
obvious modifications. The integrals are done numericaHy, using the transforma-
tion indicated in Fig. 38(a, b), while sometimes it is also useful to dcvelop infinite 
elements, as shown in Fig. 38(c), according to the 1aw 
O=!m¡, P2 ~ p¡ L p=pz+2~ t · (5.24) 
Figure 39 shows sorne comparisons between stiffnesses computed using ele-
ments only under the rigid footing or adding infinite elements to represent the 
free-field region. 
Closing this section, we would Jike to mention that treatmcnt of axisymmetric 
elastic bodies with non-axisymmetric boundary conditions is also possible by 
expanding the variables of the problem in a series of orthogonal functions, e.g. 
Fourier series, of the polar angle and reducing the problem to a sequence of 
two-dimens1onal, angularly independent problems like the ones treatcd in this 
section [99, 80, 100]. 
6. Anisotropy 
The treatment of anisotropic elastic bodies is a field rc!ativcly scarce in 
publications, in comparison with the isotropic elastic oncs. The difficulty lies in 
the fundamental solution. Only for plane problems or for certaín three-dimerF 
sional cases is it possible to obtain closed-form expressions. 
Rizzo and Shíppy (96] presented the fitst application of the BEM to pla:rte 
anisotropic problems, while Vogel and Rizzo (111] presented an integral repres-
entation for three-dimensional problems. Wilson and Cruse [115] used th~ 
point-load solution 
(6,1) 
which gives the displacement at point y due to a point force applied at x in the 
form of a line integral taken on the unit circle in the plane passing through x and 
normal to x - y with an integrand 
(6.2) 
where C ijkm represents the elastic constants of the material. This representation 
reduces only to closed form for the Kelvin case (isotropic material) or for 
transversely anisotropic materials (Pan and Chou [87] and Kobayashi and 
Nishimura [71 ]). 
Wilson and Cruse [115] decided to treat what they called the modulation 
function 
G;/nun 2 )= J K;/(0, 
1~1~ l 
(6.3) 
where (n 1 , n 2 ) is the orientation of x-y, by means of an interpolation technique, 
generating data bases for a variety of materials and managing them from an 
externa! computer core. 
Because of the difficulties related to that presentation, Nishirnura and 
Kobayashi [83] have recently offered an alternative, using an indirect approaeh 
wbere the Fmrrier transform is used to generate a simple Jayer potentiaJ approxj-
mated by piecewise-constant elements in place of the point-Ioad solution. 
Crouch [42] and Crouch and Starfic\d [44] have also shown how to apply the 
displacement discontinuity method to anisotropic elasticity. Figure 40, taken from 
(44], represents, for instance, their results for the tangential stress at the boundary 
of a circular hole in an orthotropic plate. 
:~~~~~~--~--~ 45 60 90 
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Fig. 40. Tangential stress around the boundary of a circular hole in an orthotropic plate. 
7. Additional topics 
Three complementary topics are included in this section. First, a discussion on 
the bending of thin plates and shallow shells; second, the coupling of boundary 
and finite elements; and finally, sorne hints on thc possibility of developing 
adaptive boundary elemcnts are briefty discussed. Wc think that, although sorne 
important research has already been done on the last two subjects, they deserve 
more attention in the future. 
7.1. Bending o.f thin plates and shallow shells 
The BEM has also been successfully applied to the analysis of thin elastic 
flexura! plates. Both the indirect [66, 9, 84, 109J and the direct [55, 21, 104, 109] 
approaches have been used. The first work in thís area is that of Jawson and Maiti 
[66] who presented an indírect approach based on the use of potentials. Com-
prehensive reviews of the tapie can be seen in Tottenham [109] and Stern [105]. 
In general, the fundamental solution is based on the response to a concentrated 
load acting on an infinite plate, although other possíbilities do exist, as shown by 
Altiero and Sikarskie [9]. Paris and Leon [88] have also shown the possibility of 
using the Marcus approach. Finally, a series of authors haveprcsented extensions 
to finite deformations, buckling and shallow shell response [68]. 
It is well known [112] that the governing equation for thin plate ftexure is 
(7.1) 
where w is the vertical deftection, pis the distributed loading acting on the plate, h 
is the plate thickness and the bending rigídity D = Eh 3/12(1 ~ v2 ), with E and v. 
being the modulus of elasticity and Poisson's ratio, respectively. 
Definíng 
(7.2) 
the governing equation can be written as 
and both can be treated along the same lines of potential problems to produce a 
pair of coupled equations 
cM+ f Mq* = f ~~ cp* + J pcp*, 
afl a[) [) (7,3) 
where 4>* is the fundamental solution of the Laplacian equation and M represents 
the value of the invariant 
M = _M__:'c_' _+_M_____::_S 
1 +V (7.4) 
with Mn and M, being the bending moments along two orthogonal directions 
~1121. 
The usual technique of discretization allows one to write 
o· AM=BM,,. +P , 
Aw=Bw,n +M0 , 
(7.5) 
where A and B are the inflttence matrices described in the chapter on potential 
problems and the comma indicates differentiation. 
A very important possíbility for application occurs when the boundary is simply 
supported and then both problems are decoupled so that it is possible to salve 
them in turn. In this case, it must be observed that A and B need to be computed 
only once. 
The direct method can be obtained by considering the weak formulation of the 
equilibrium equatíon of the plate of the form 
a2M a2M a2M 
__ -' +2 __ x_y + ---f = -p' 
ax2 axay ay (7.6) 
where Mx and MY are the bending moments and Mxy ís the twisting moment. 
After multiplication of both terms of (7.6) by a virtual displacement and 
integration by parts, it is obtained that 
= J pw* - J M ~ - J M aw* + J Qw* ~ an "s as ' (7.7) 
n an an an 
where, as usual 
(7.8) 
JMx JM-'Y Q =-+--
X ax ay ' 
It can be seen that the right·hand side of (7.7) is a bilinear symroetric form in 
w, w* after the introduction of the definitions 
Thus, a reciprocity re!ationship can iroroediately be written by ínterchangíng w 
and w* in (7.7) and subtracting the resulting equation froro (7.7). This has the 
forro 
J p * w - J M* J w - J M* J 111 + J Q * w " an "' as 
il an an an 
J p J aw* J aw* J "" D w* - M" an - M,_, --¡;: + Qw*, 
n an an JD 
or, u pon introducing 
Jw* q*=- --
an 
(7.9) 
and applying integration by parts on the third integral on both sides, the forro 
J p*w + J M~q + J Q~fw + L [M~swl 
a •n an 
(7.10) 
n an a!l 
where M,s and M~,. are the possible concentrated forces in corners. 
Using a fundamental solution, for instance, 
w* = (l/81r)/ ln r, (7.11) 
we obtaín the basíc relatíons 
cw = J pw*- JQ* w + J M* aw- J M Jw* 
ef n an n an 
n an ail an 
N N 
+ J Q,1w* + 2": [M,,w*l- 2": [M;,swl, 
\ L 
·. (7.Jt) 
J aw* N 1 aw* 1 N 1 aM* 1 + Qet J¡: + ~ M, J¡: - ~ a n""' w , (7.13) 
a.n 
where (7.13) was derived from (7.12) by differentiation. The pair of boundary 
integral equations (7.12) and (7.13) relate the variables w, aw/an, M11 , Qefand is 
díscretízed along the same iíncs descríbed ín the prevíous sectíons, producíng the 
set of cquations 
A 1 w + B 1w" + C1M" + D 1Q,, = P1 , 
A 2 w + B 2 W 11 + C2M 11 + D 2Q,.1 = P2, 
(7.14) 
where A¡, B¡, C; and D; are the corrcsponding influence matrices. The imposition 
of boundary conditions allows the solution of the problem. 
It is important to notice that, once again, the appearance of corners produces 
problems of the same type as in plan e elasticity, due to the discontinuity of 
normals and the related variables. The solution is similar, i.e. if the w field is 
regular it is possible to add continuity conditions to salve the dilemma, while if 
there is a singularity, for instance of the re-entrant comer type, an asymptotic 
expansion can be used. More dctails can be found in Stern [104]. 
The treatment of shallow shclls has been discussed by Forbes and Robinson 
(55], Newton and Tottenham [82] and Tottenham [109]. 
More recently Kamiya et al. [68] have presented interesting results for elastic 
plates experiencing finite deformations according to Berger's equation 
(7.15) 
where kx, ky are the curvatures and 
2h2 [( )2 ( )2] K Ju av 1 Jw aw -=-+-+~ - +- -(k.+k )w 12 ax ay 2 ax ay x Y ' (7.16) 
~ith u and v being the in-plane displacements. It can be seen that this equation 
g!ffers from Eq. (7.1) on1y in the second term, so that the previous scheme can be 
repeated, except that P1 and P2 in (7.14) now contain the contribution from the 
nonlinear terms. 
, IÍthe in-plane displacement is restricted on the boundary such that 
u=v=O on an, (7.17) 
!~P~rtui.gnitude of the parameter K 2 can be estimated by integrating Eq. (7.16), 
producíng 
(7.18) 
where Aa is the area of the domain. Kamiya et a1. [68] suggest the use of an 
iterative approach to solve the nonlinearities and extend the solution to take into 
account the ínfiuence of temperature, as well as the finite defiection and post 
buckling deformation problems. 
Figure 41 shows the applícation of the Marcus approach to the defiection of a 
square plate with símply supported, fixed and free edges [89]. The domain 
integral has been computed using a regular mesh of 5, 9 and 25 cells, where the 
values are assumed as constants, while the boundary has been discrctized into 16, 
32 and 64 linear elements. 
Figure 42 shows results for the application of the indirect BEM along with an 
interesting modification suggested by Fukui [56), to treat corner solutions. 
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Fig. 42. Stress analysis of a rectangular plate. 
7.2. BEM-FEM coupling 
There are situatíons, such as nonlinearities, volume details, etc., where FEM 
versatility makes it unbeatable in treating a lirnited zone of the domain, while, in 
the remaining zones, the uniformity and extension counsel treatment with the 
BEM. The example in Figure 43 is typical of modelling soil-structure or 
Í\uid-structure or soil-ftuid-structure interaction. The structure must be analyzed 
in detail and it is good to have extensive information throughout its domain, 
thereby requiring modelling by the FEM. On thc other hand, the soil or the fluid 
a;re df interest only along the interfaces. Their size and homogeneity thus warrant 
:t~~ use of the BEM. Kelly et al. [69] and Margulies [77] have presented 
~~view-type articles on the subject. 
The solution is a zoning, and it is important to note that the BEM works with 
¿ __ = 
=--:::: 
ZONE lU 
ZONE li 
Fig. 43. The general problem of soil~structure-ftuid interaction. 
tractions while thc FEM works with equivalent forces concentrated at the nades. 
A previous integration is therefore necessary. In addition, there are problems 
motivated by the unsymmetric features of the BEM matrices. Thus, for each zone 
treated with the BEM 
Au=Bt (7 .19) 
so that 
(7.20) 
which will be used to obtain concentrated nodal torces. But B- 1 ·A is non-
symmetric as discussed by Hartmann (58J. In particular, the non-symmetry 
implies that, due to the fact that the sum of the elements along columns is 
different from zero, the equilíbrium condition is víolated. 
There have been severa! proposals to symmetrize B -l • A from the simplest one 
(7.21) 
justified on variational reasons by Zienkiewickz [118, 81] or Brebbia and Walker 
[28] to the materialization of Hartmann [58] recommended by Tullberg ami 
Bolteus [110]. ln this sense, it seems that a good method might be the one that 
consists of the following steps: 
(a) The elements of every column are added; 
(b) the result is divided by the number of rows and the residuals are incorpw 
rated into every column element; 
(e) the matrix is then symmetrized using (7 .21). 
Figure 44 presents a typical example of the above"mentioned procedure tak{!J1 
from Alarcón [4]. A lined tunnel was built after excavation of a trench whíchw¡¡~ 
filled a-posteriori to restare the original landscape. Due to the symmetr1es;it Í$ 
only necessary to analyze half of the structure. The BEM was used to study th~ 
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earth region, whíle the liner was modelled through beam elements after condens-
ation of the rotational degrees of freedom. Figure 45 shows sorne results of the 
parametric studies done with the model. 
Another useful procedure akin to the BEM is sometimes used to build the 
stiffness matrix K" of the soil through its definition stating that K;¡ is the force 
appearing at the degree of freedom i when a unit displacement is imposed at the 
degree of freedom j. In this way, it is possible to treat soil-structure interaction 
problems as those of Figure 46 corresponding to a plate on a half-space. The 
interface is discretized using plane rectangular constant elements which can be 
thought of as boundary elements for the soil. These elements are given, in turn, 
unit displacements along the vertical and horizontal degrees of freedom. If only 
the vertical response is of concern, it suffices to give unit vertical displacements to 
obtain the resulting forces with the aid of the Boussinesq solution f112], in this 
way building a rnatrix K', column by column. For its part, the p1ate can be 
discretized, using the FEM, with three degrees of freedom per nade. The 
rotational degrees of freedorn are condensed following a standard Gauss proce-
dure and then translated along the depth of the plate to obtain its stiffness KP. 
The global matrix K for the soil-structure system is thus obtained as K = K' + KP. 
After the common displacements u have been obtained, it is possible to get the 
contact pressures, by carrying out the product K'u. Figures 47(a) and (b) show 
rcsu1ts obtained in this way, as compared with those presented by Cheung t 401. 
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With the same procedure, usíng, for instance, thc elements developed in 
section 5.5, it is possible to study soil-pile interaction problems. Anothet 
alternative has been proposed by Buttert:ield and Banerjee [37-39] and BanerjCi 
et al. [13-15], which utilizes Mindlin's solution [35) for homogeneous and Kelvin;~ 
solution [76] with interface and surface discretization for layered half-sp~cé~; 
Figure 48, taken from Banerjee and Butterfield [14], presents, for instance, th¿. 
case of a pile group. The geometry and discretization can be seen in Fig. 48(a), 
while the average vertical stress over the pile cross-section ís shown in Fig. 48(b). 
Additiona1 applications of the BEM-FEM coupling technique can be found in 
[27, 23, 19]. The coupling of the BEM with the finitc difference method has a\so 
been utilized [94). 
7.3. Adaptive boundary elements 
H is well known from the FEM that 1t is common to distinguish between two 
types of convergence, i.e. the h-convergcnce and the p-convergence. The first 
refers to the improvcment of results obtained by refining the mesh. Due to the 
correspondence element- nodal variables- interpolation function, that implies a 
progressive adjustment of the results there where the refinement has been carried 
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out. It is the most widely used method when, pragmatically, one wants to have an 
idea cf the qualit~ of the. re.mtts.. lts. maiu dis.advantage lies in the fact that every 
refinement requíres the computatíon of different "stiffness" matrices, so that the 
information rrmst be recomputed for every case, making the cost of this method 
quite high. 
The second mcthod analyzes p-convergence, or refinement of the approach by 
increasíng the degree of the polynomial defined over every element. The idea is to 
compromise between the original Ritz idea of globally defined shape functions 
and the FEM of small support ones. The first step is, therefore, to define a rough 
mesh of elements and a hierarchy of functions inside them. With this intermediate 
decision betwcen globality and Jocality, it is possible, on the one hand, tq 
maintain a certain versatility for adjusting by pieces and, on the other, to refi# 
intelligently because, as it happens with the Fouríer series, the effect of adding <J 
new term is decreasing, thus allowing truncation when a pre-established level óf 
precision has been reached. In addition, and because every hierarchy of functid~~ 
has a support fixed from each beginning, each refinement step uses aH t~e .. 
previous computations. These ideas constitute the so-ca!led adaptive procedu"r~~: 
It seems that the first proposal was made by Zienkiewicz et al. [116) andsiJ1~é 
then, Szabo et al. (107], Peano et al. [92, 93] have contributed to the developrl)ent. 
of the method. The operating process follows these steps: 
(a) establishment of a mesh on the model; 
(b) definition of a hierarchy of function inside every element; 
(e) establishment of an "indicator" to point to regions needing ncw shape 
functions; 
(d) establishment of an "a-posteriori estimator", evaluating thc error and 
prcdicting precisely when the process can be stopped. 
A mcthod following the previous steps is known as self-adaptive and is 
especially attractive for use with the BEM. lt is well known that the BEM works 
with full matrices due to the globally based property of thc fundamental solution, 
so that, except for the physical significance of the coefficients, it is not important 
to use locally bascd functions to interpolate the data or the unknowns. In arder to 
reduce the computational effort, the idea of using hierarchical shape functions 
presents itself as an exciting posibility. The general isoparametric idea of the 
direct method, discussed in the previous sections, has been useful in the com-
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square. 
puterization of the method, but it is artificial to create elements by local shape 
functions when a banded structure is impossible to obtain. In addition, the rigidity 
introduced is enormous and as soon as the nodal points and the interpolation 
degree has been fixed, everything is fixed (i.e. geometry, collocation points, 
interpolation of data, etc.), when, usually, it is better to treat the geometry, the 
data and the unknowns independently. 
The first attempt to adapt these ideas to the BEM as applied to potential 
problems was made by Alarcón [ 5] and subsequent advances on the subject ha ve 
been presented by Alarcón et al. [ 6-SJ. Application of adaptive proccdures to 
elastostatics is quite straightforward. 
Figure 49 shows the results (error in energy versus the ínverse of the number of 
dcgrees of freedom) obtained for the classical Ncumann problem in the square. 
As shown therc and in [6~8], the increase in accuracy in comparison with the 
classical direct method is encouraging. In our opinion, adaptive boundary ele-
ments represent one of the more promising paths for the development of 
boundary elements. 
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